
2/17/95 Hr. Dun Craig 
Box 1 1 3 
Kirwee 
eanterbory, New Zealand 

"r. Craig, 

I've delayed responding to your Feb 5 hoping to find more time than now have 
but going over the proofs of HEVER AGAIN! is taking much more time than I' (s expected 
and Thaw to testa that. PL)..4ed pub date in A, ail. Dal has already ordered a copy 
from The Last•gurrahfroicstore. (Good people those two.) 

cony of the flarchetti book has disappeared. As my wife yould say, and would 
be right most of the time, loanod to someone who did not return it. So I cannot now 
cho&k that. But in r ading Summers and what he attributes to hemming, ao usually is 
so, Hemming is not a deportable source. 1  loto.:, him. The way he uses "orypto" in the 
Summers pages you were so Idnd and taut tells me he knows nothing about it. 

And that is bu21 about-  the socializing wit') the U-2 people. They tier° to themselves 
and solOilizing was prevented. 

I'm aware of that phonecull but believing could get nowhere with it, did no 
worn, on 4t. I've not heard of anything defintive. 

I think Hurt was connected with Army intelliegence. 
I think alflo that what I remember of it is some of what Fensterwald told me. 
I've 1,_arned also not to take Summers without confirmation. 
The odd t1Lin4 is that Oswald really never had any more money that was ever visible, 

including to ilarina. 

Sorry I've '4ot time for more and can't now search files. 

harold Weisberg 

• 1, 



Mr. Don Craig 
Box 113 
Kirwee 
Canterbury, New Zealand 

05 February 1995 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Thank you for your kind letter of 14 January 1995. Regarding Nags Head as the HQ 
for a Naval Intelligence operation involving Lee Harvey Oswald: This subject was 
addressed by Anthony Summers in an interview with former CIA officer Victor 
Marchetti, who held the position of Executive Assistant to the Deputy Director from 
1955 to 1969. Marchetti published a book entitled The CIA and the Cult of 
Intelligence which was heavily censored at time of publication. 

It is detailed in Summer's book Conspiracy, later reissued as The Kennedy 
Conspiracy. The 9th chapter is "Cracks in the Canvas", specifically pages 142 to 145. 
Marchetti detailed information on a phoney defector's program run out of Nags 
Head in which poor, disenchanted Americans faked defection to the USSR. 

While detained in the Dallas jail, Oswald made 3 calls- At 4 and 8 pm, calls to Ruth 
Payne, at 10:45 pm, a call to a North Carolina number in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
The Assassinations subcommittee obtained the number from the secretary in the 
Dallas jail switchboard. It was traced to a Mr. Hurt. I have photocopied and 
enclosed the relevant pages in this letter. 

According to Mr. Summer's Sources and Notes, the episode was relayed to Bernard 
Fensterwald, and was addressed by the Subcommittee. It was reported in the 
Raleigh Spectator paper and the Raleigh News and Observer the week of July 17 to 
24, July 1980. (also attached) 

As you have noted, the kind of lifestyle Oswald had could not be maintained on the 
pittance he earned. He was moonlighting on the side. I am reminded of the 
comment he made to the proprietor of the garage in New Orleans when he quit 
working at the Reilly Coffee Company, Adrian Alba. "I have found my pot of gold 
at the end of the rainbow." This was late summer (August?) in 1963. (Summers, pgs 
282-3, interview with Alba in 1978) 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Pavt 

Don Craig 


